Get Ready for EMV with New Chip Card Reader

The transition to accepting credit cards with embedded EMV chips is gaining momentum with help from the card industry’s October 2015 date to shift liability to merchants for counterfeit fraudulent chip card purchases.

To prepare for this migration, Experian Health has joined with AxiaMed, a leader in healthcare payment processing solutions, to offer our clients state of the art EMV ready card acceptance devices. Now available is the Ingenico iPP320 EMV.

The compact iPP320 is unmatched for adaptability and convenience. This fully EMV and PCI PTS V3.0 certified payment solution is lightweight, stylish and self-contained. It plugs into your network via Ethernet connection.

Tamper-resistant, tamper-responsive components and digital end-to-end encryption technologies protect sensitive cardholder data throughout the entire transaction.

Customer transactions are fast, private, efficient and secure. Benefits include:

- Compact design fits neatly into any retail environment with the use of a single cable for flexible adaptation
- Provides the flexibility to accept any and all existing forms of electronic payment, including MSR credit and debit, EMV chip & PIN cards, store-value cards, contactless systems such as MasterCard PayPass and VISA payWave and mobile NFC-enabled applications
- Comes with Ethernet connections, reducing your PCI scope

Experian Health can now provide you with a secure, encrypted HIPAA-compliant hardware solution that will bring your compliance program one step closer to complete security.

For more information on how this secure PIN Pad integrates with our eCare NEXT® platform, visit our website or call the number below.